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Directions to Campus from the Center of Rome: 
 
Our campus can easily be reached from the center of Rome via taxi or public transportation.   
 

Taxi: 
A taxi to our campus from the center of the city costs approximately €20 on average.  This price can vary depending on 
time of day, traffic, and starting location.  For more information about taxi fares, please see: 
http://www.3570.it/tariffe/archivio/tariffario_taxi_luglio_2012.pdf. 
 
Please note that it is not possible to “flag” a taxi in Rome.  You must either call the taxi to come pick you up or find a taxi 
at an official taxi stand.  Taxi stands are denoted by the orange “TAXI” signs: 

  
 
To call a taxi, dial (+39) 06.3570. 
 
 

Train: 
Our campus is located near the “Balduina” train station, along the FR3 commuter train line.   
 
Trains can be taken from the “Ostiense” or “Trastevere” stations in the direction of “Viterbo,” “Cesano di Roma,” or 
“Bracciano.”   
 
From the “Balduina” train station, it is about a 15-20 minute walk uphill to our campus: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
-When exiting the Balduina train station, take a left. 
-At the first stoplight, take another left. 
-Walk uphill until you reach a traffic circle. 
-Take a left at the traffic circle. 
-Walk down that street and take a right onto “Via 
Massimi” (second street on the right after the traffic 
circle). 
-At the end of Via Massimi you will see a tree in the 
middle of the road.  Our gate is the green gate near that 
tree.  
-Enter the gate and walk down the driveway.  Our 
campus is the first gate on the right at the end of the 
driveway. 

http://www.3570.it/tariffe/archivio/tariffario_taxi_luglio_2012.pdf


Bus: 
 
990 Bus: 
 
-Departing from Piazza Cavour (end of the line – bus will 
travel in the direction of “Pieve di Cadore”), the 990 bus 
will take you within a block of our campus.  Get off at 
the “BALDUINA/MASSIMI” stop.  Cross the street and 
turn on to Via Massimi.  Take Via Massimi to the end of 
the road.  You will see the tree in the middle of the road 
and our green gate next to the tree.  Enter the gates 
and walk down the driveway.  Our campus is the first 
gate on the right at the end of the driveway. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
913 Bus: 
-Departs from Piazza Augusto Imperatore (end of the 
line – near Via del Corso/Via dei Condotti).  The bus will 
travel in the direction of “Staz.ne Monte Mario.”   
-OR- 
907 Bus: 
-Departs from the “Cipro” Metro A station (end of the 
line).  The bus will travel in the direction of “Staz.ne La 
Giustiniana.” 
 
For both the 913 and 907:  Get off at the 
“CAMILLUCCIA/TRIONFALE” stop.  Cross the 
intersection and turn onto Via Decio Filipponi.  Follow 
Via Decio Filipponi for one block and at the first 
intersection, turn right onto Via Massimi.  Follow Via 
Massimi for two blocks (until Via Massimi ends) and 
you’ll see the tree in the middle of the road.  Our green 
gate is next to the tree.  Enter the gates and walk down 
the driveway.  Our campus is the first gate on the right 
at the end of the driveway.   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Specific point-to-point public transportation directions can be found at: http://infopoint.atac.roma.it/ 

http://infopoint.atac.roma.it/

